




Our Team

We are very proud that many members of our team have been with us since the early 
days and we stongly believe that investment in people is every bit as important as 
investment in technology. We very rarely use outside contractors as we feel it is crucial 
that our workforce has been thoroughly trained by experienced staff, in order to 
maintain our standards of quality and craftsmanship.

Our workshops are located in an idyllic rural setting near the village of Priston, a few 
miles west of Bath city centre. Despite the tranquillity around us, we work extremely 
hard to ensure that orders are processed to deadline, and we pride ourselves on our 
quick and reliable service.

About Us

Opticolour was founded in 2002 and is now affiliated with Muraspec, a global leader in 
commercial and bespoke wall coverings. It all started in a small studio in Bath, producing 
coloured glass panels by hand, fitting them in homes and commercial premises around 
the West Country. As Opticolour’s reputation for excellent quality and customer service 
grew, the company quickly expanded. In 2007 we moved to state-of-the-art workshops 
on the outskirts of the city, in the beautiful Somerset countryside.

Opticolour now employs a team of more than 30 staff, from surveyors and glass panel 
sprayers to fitters and CAD technicians. Our technology has allowed us to embrace 
incredible innovations, including high-resolution glass printing, beautiful antiqued mirror 
finishes, and ultra-precise shaping and cutting for a seamless, flawless finish.

Our reputation for quality and craftsmanship has led to collaborations with some of the 
UK’s most highly regarded kitchen and bathroom manufacturers, best known interior 
brands and biggest construction groups. Despite our success, we still pride ourselves 
on providing a reliable, friendly and stress-free glass panel service to every one of our 
customers, and taking the greatest care with every job, however large or small.

Contemporary glass splashbacks



We offer an unlimited palette of colours, allowing customers to find exactly what they require. 
Firstly, we have a range of 40 standard shades that includes both neutral and brightly coloured 
glass. Secondly, we offer a computerised paint-matching service that can replicate any paint 
colour on the market, to create panels that blend with your walls. Finally, if you wish to order 
glass in a bespoke colour – to match wallpaper or a favourite accessory for instance – we can do 
that too. 

Coloured Glass

White Bold White Oyster Cream Ivory Satin Mint White

Mint Cream Stone Mushroom Cappuccino Dove Grey Mink

Elephant’s Trunk Nearly Black Black Pillar Red Modena Orient Red

Strawberry Cherry Pink Lemonade Rose Vivid Pink Tangerine



English Mustard Primrose Aqua Torquay Green Pine Lime Green

Svelte Pale Blue Lavender Blue Azure Blue Teal Edgbaston Blue

Regency Blue Parma Violet Blackcurrant Aubergine

Technical Information
Description: flat colour, 6mm back-painted toughened low-iron glass (8, 10, 12, 15 & 19mm glass 
available on request)

Max sizes: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge: 3600mm - 3900mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information: whilst we have made every effort to make sure that the colours in this 
brochure are as close to the real thing as possible, we would always recommend that you 
request samples before deciding on your final colour choice - please contact us for details.



All our glass panels add instant shine to a space but, for added shimmer, our Metallic and 
Sparkle collections are star contenders. Metallic glass has an extra layer of radiance that is 
luminous yet understated. Sparkle glass, meanwhile, has an intense glittery appearance that 
catches the eye and is full of glamour and pizzazz. Brighter colours such as White Silver Sparkle 
or Cosmic Silver are highly reflective for maximum shine, while deeper jewel tones, such as 
Nebula or Blackberry Fizz, create a moodier effect.

Metallic and Sparkles

Metallic Silver Star Dust Jet Jade Pearl Blue Diamond Aquamarine

Blue Spinel Raspberry Shimmer Moonstuck Pinot Noir Midnight Rum Champagne

White Rainbow Sparkle White Silver Sparkle Cosmic Silver Mink Silver Sparkle Dove Grey Silver Sparkle Mars

Kryptonite Ice Nebula Ultraviolet Blackberry Fizz Black Rainbow Sparkle



Technical Information
Description:  metallic or sparkle Colour, 6mm back-painted toughened low-iron glass (8, 10, 12, 15 
& 19mm glass available on request)

Max sizes: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge: 3600mm - 3900mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional iInformation: We can add either Rainbow Sparkle or Silver Sparkle to any colour, 
therefore do not feel limited to this selection alone.  Elephant’s Trunk with Silver Sparkle and 
Aubergine with Rainbow Sparkle are particular favourites.  Please contact us to discuss options 
and and arrange for samples to be sent to you.



Addings layers of texture is a clever way to bring understated luxury to a room, and MATT glass 
is an ultra modern option for kitchens, bathrooms and commercial spaces. The frosted finish 
gently scatters light, resulting in an attractive soft sheen that suggests quiet elegance and subtle 
sophistication. It’s ideal for pairing with non-shiny surfaces such as satin, eggshell and flat-
painted cupboards and walls, as an alternative to the high-impact gloss of standard glass. We 
can make matt glass panels in any colour, including both our classic palette and bespoke shades.

MATT Effect Glass

MATT White MATT Bold White MATT Ivory Satin MATT Stone MATT Mushroom MATT Dove Grey

MATT Mink MATT Elephant’s Trunk MATT Black MATT Pillar Red MATT Vivid Pink MATT Tangerine

MATT Aqua MATT Torquay Green MATT Lime Green MATT Pale Blue MATT Lavender Blue MATT Azure Blue

MATT Teal MATT Edgbaston Blue MATT Regency Blue MATT Parma Violet MATT Blackcurrant MATT Aubergine



Technical Information
Description: flat colour, 6mm back-painted, MATT/Frosted toughened low-iron glass

Max sizes: standard max length: 3150mm. 

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information: We can spray any colour onto the back of MATT Glass, excluding 
metallics and sparkles.  The colours shown on the page opposite are a representation and we 
always recommend having a sample made for your approval - please contact us to discuss 
colour options.  



If you’re looking for a kitchen splashback, bathroom wall covering or patterned decorative 
panel that is striking but stylish, our Cobweb glass could be the perfect choice. Each option 
has a lustre and depth that is visually compelling and immediately catches the eye, yet each 
design can work well within any interior scheme, complementing other features rather than 
overpowering them. Cobweb glass features coloured and metallic veining inspired by natural 
stone - this mix of detailing with a thoroughly modern material allows allows it to work with any 
type of kitchen, from ornate and traditional to glossy and minimalist.

Cobweb Glass

CW1 - Black Glass with 
Gold Thread

CW2 - Silver Glass with 
Black Thread

CW3 - White Glass with 
Black and Gold Thread

CW4 - Silver Metallic 
Glass with Clear Thread

CW5 - Black Glass with 
Silver Thread

CW6 - Regency Blue 
Glass with Black and Gold 

Thread

CW7 - Gold Metallic Glass 
with White Thread

CW8- Grey Metallic Glass 
with Gold Thread



Technical Information
Description: cobweb on clear glass, 6mm back-painted, toughened low-iron glass (8, 10, 12, 15 & 
19mm glass available on request)

Max sizes: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge: 3600mm - 3900mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information:  There are five thread colours available:  Clear, White, Black, Silver 
and Gold.  We can then back the Web with any colour of your choice to suit your kitchen or 
bathroom - Clear thread looks most effective when backed with a metallic shade.  All the 
threads are hand sprayed so every panel produced will be completely bespoke. 



We use the latest ink-jet printing technology and a cutting-edge glass printer to produce printed 
glass kitchen panels and shower enclosures of extremely high quality. Even the largest floor-to-
ceiling panels can feature pin-sharp high-resolution designs that look absolutely spectacular. We 
offer images in the following categories or we can use a customer’s own hi-res photograph or 
illustration to create a bespoke glass panel that’s an absolute one-off. From a favourite view to a 
child’s drawing or a family photograph, a personalised panel adds a meaningful element to any 
space.

Printed Glass

Abstract Animals Birds Black & White Fish

Flowers Food & Drink Cityscapes Landscapes Panoramic

Smoke Sports Stripes Textures Tiles

Typography Floral Wallpaper Retro Wallpaper Watercolours Waves



Technical Information
Description: printed glass, 6mm back-painted, toughened low-iron glass (8, 10, 12, 15 & 19mm 
glass available on request)

Max sizes: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge: 3600mm - 3900mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information: The image must have similar proportions to the size of panel required.  
For example a 600mm x 600mm image will not fit a 3000mm x 600mm splashback.  We can 
provide access to the Shutterstock and iStock image bank - both carry millions of high-quality 
photographs, illustrations and designs. Their huge range of options and user-friendly search 
facilities make finding the perfect picture quick and easy.



Mirrored glass adds real impact, as well as making a space appear larger. Our glamorous glass 
mirror panels can be fitted in any room, although our safety backed glass is not toughened and 
is therefore not suitable for use behind gas hobs, extractors or shelving.

Our tinted glass is subtly shaded with the below tones, which adds a beautiful lustrous sheen. 
By absorbing some of the harshness of white light, tinted glass gives a softer reflection, gently 
diffusing the reflected rays for a warmer and more flattering effect.

Mirrored Glass

Tinted Mirrors 

Tinted Matt/Satin Mirrors 

Toughened Mirrors 

Silver Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Rose Gold Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Bronze Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Grey Mirror
(Safety-backed)

MATT Bronze Mirror
(Safety-backed)

MATT Grey Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Silver Mirror
(Toughened)

Bronze Mirror
(Toughened)

Grey Mirror
(Toughened)



Technical Information
Description: mirror on various colours of tinted 6mm glass

Max sizes: toughened mirror - standard max length: 3600mm 
        Safety-backed mirror - standard max length: 3150mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information:  our safety backed glass is not toughened and is therefore not suitable 
for use behind gas hobs, extractors or shelving.  Please be aware that tiny pits do appear in the 
glass during the toughening process.  These tiny flaws can be accentuated by by the mirror’s 
reflection.  Industry standard suggests that the mirror should look flawless from a distance of 
one metre.

There might be a surcharge on delivery rates for Safety-backed Mirror depending on location.  



Antiqued mirrored glass has a slight patina that gives it an aged appearance. We offer silver, 
bronze and grey options, and the combination of patination and tint creates a very attractive 
finish. While the glass still provides reflection, it also has character and depth, making it a great 
option for a space that needs to be brightened up a little without producing too much glare. 
Although our safety-backed antiqued mirrored glass should not be used close to a heat source, 
they look wonderful in many interior settings, including hallways, living areas, bedrooms and 
bathrooms.

Foxed, Vintage, Really Rough and Heavy Sparkle are our toughened glass choices, hand silvered 
and distressed to create an antique appearance with beautiful unique patterns and markings. 
While Foxed is lightly flecked, Vintage has a more even coverage of markings; Really Rough is 
heavily speckled with cloudy spots while still retaining its reflective quality, and Heavy Sparkle 
has a very aged appearance, with an attractive pearl-grey finish that is dotted all over with 
hand-made patternings. Perfect for traditional interiors, our toughened glass mirror panels offer 
classic style with a very modern made-to-measure look and all the practical advantages that 
glass has to offer.

Antiqued Mirrored Glass

Toughened Antique Mirrors 

Safety Backed Antique Mirrors

Really Rough
(Toughened)

Heavy Sparkle
(Toughened)

Foxed
(Toughened)

Vintage
(Toughened)

Antiqued Silver Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Antiqued Bronze Mirror
(Safety-backed)

Antiqued Grey Mirror
(Safety-backed)



Technical Information

Description: mirror on various colours of tinted 6mm glass

Max sizes: Toughened Antique mirror: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge:  
        3600mm - 3900mm
        safety backed Antique mirror:  standard max length: 3150mm

Lead time: Toughened Antique mirror: 6 - 8 working weeks
         Safety-backed Antique mirror: 7 - 10 working days

Additional information: our safety backed glass is not toughened and is therefore not suitable for 
use behind gas hobs, extractors or shelving.  Please be aware that Foxed, Vintage, Really Rough 
and Heavy Sparkle are completely bespoke and therefore will look different to the samples.

There might be a surcharge on delivery rates for safety-backed mirror depending on location.



Combining metallic glass with beautiful antiqued patterning, this range is a real showstopper. 
Its markings echo natural patination and suggest old-world heritage style, while its subtle 
shimmer adds a glamorous edge. And yet it’s not just for traditional kitchens – its neutral tones 
easily combine with a wealth of colour palettes, while the combination of traditional design and 
modern material allows it to work with all styles of interior.

Antique Metallic Glass

AM001 AM002 AM003 AM004

AM005 AM006 AM007 AM008



Technical Information
Description:  clear or bronze tint glass, 6mm back-painted, toughened glass.  (8, 10, 12, 15 & 
19mm clear glass available on request)

Max sizes: AM001 - AM004: standard max length: 3600mm. Available for a surcharge: 3600mm 
- 3900mm
        AM005-AM008: standard max length: 3150mm

Lead time: 7 - 10 working days



We know we’re biased, but we believe that glass is by far and away the best choice for 
bathroom wall coverings, shower panels and splashbacks. There’s no doubt that dirty, 
mouldy grout is one of the biggest issues in tiled bathrooms – over time it becomes 
stained and discoloured by grime and hard-water deposits, and often disintegrates over 
the years. However, glass bathroom panels require no grout and only a tiny amount of 
clear sanitary-grade sealant, so unsightly stains are not an issue and the glass will look 
as good as new for many years.

Glass is also very easy to clean and buff to a gleaming finish. Using a squeegee after 
every shower to dry off the glass will help keep hard-water deposits to a minimum, and a 
light spritz of glass-cleaning liquid and a quick wipe with a microfibre cloth will deal with 
any drips and smears.

Glass Panels for Bathrooms



We can make glass panels to cover any part of your 
bathroom walls, however big or small. Our glass can 
be fitted across an entire wall, from floor to ceiling 
in a shower cubicle, along one or all sides of a bath, 
or as a simple splashback behind a sink. We can also 
incorporate cut-outs to accommodate taps, spouts 
and showerheads, producing a slick appearance that 
is also very hygienic as there are no gaps, nooks or 
crannies in which dirt or limescale could build up.



We manage contracts on an individual basis and have years of experience running 
projects for major companies around the UK. We are the preferred contractor for 
Moores Furniture, Nobilia, DBD, Poggenpohl and Rixonway, among others, and have also 
worked with BAM Construction, Rocket Projects and Workplace Creations. 

Along with our work on new-build developments, we have a wealth of experience in the 
commercial and civic arenas and work regularly with architects and interior designers in 
these areas. We have produced panels for Manchester University, Birmingham Airport, 
Empire Cinemas, KFC, Apetito and Tempur, to name a few. 

Our limitless palette of colours, special-effects expertise, and high-resolution printing 
facilities create an endless choice of options, and we can work with you to produce 
exactly what you have in mind.”  

Commerical Projects



How we work...

We appoint a project manager to oversee every aspect of the work and provide clients 
with a smooth, stress-free experience. Our dedicated contracts team will help you with 
estimates, are fully up-to-date with current health and safety issues, and will respond 
as quickly as possible to any glass queries you might have. Our fast turnaround times 
help to avoid costly and frustrating delays, and the high quality of our products and 
the expertise of our surveyors and fitters ensure that the work proceeds without issue. 
Our employees are fully trained and highly experienced, and we are used to working 
co-operatively with building teams.  We do our very best to be flexible, helpful and 
accommodating and understand the pressures faced by everyone during construction 
projects.







Opticolour Ltd, 4 The Dairy, Priston Mill, Priston, Bath, BA2 9EQ

01225 464343   sales@opticolour.com   www.opticolour.com


